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Prince Vald continues his journey with the sorcerer Halvi, seeking a means to break the curse that

causes him to transform into a demon at night. But enemies looking to take the power of Valdâ€™s

cursed sword for themselves bewitch Halvi in an attempt to make him fight the young prince! Forced

to the brink, Halvi makes a crucial choice. Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for mature audiences.
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I love yaoi, but I stayed away from the more explicit ones...until now. I wanted to branch out, and

being a lover of fantasy (as in magic), I wanted to read a fantasy yaoi. It's easy to find shojo and

shonen manga in the fantasy genre, but harder to find yaoi, at least that's available in the US (I

recommend Earthian by Yun Kouga).Anyway, so i broke down and read Crimson Spell. The sex

scenes are explicit, but it was worth it, because I love the story, and the characters. The artwork is

gorgeous (as are the men!), and while things happened kind of fast in the first volume, you really

start to get a feel for the characters by the end. Vald and Havi are cute together--in a twisted sort of

way--and even Rulca is adorable in his own way. I feel kind of bad for him. I recommend this series

to any yaoi fan. Can't wait for the next one!

Oh Vald, when you are in demon form, you need to come with a warning! Not only is demon Vald

hot but he is also dangerous!This book picks up with Havi in trouble and finds Rulca in bad shape.

And Vald all sorts of confused. It is the mid point in the story and it's direction is solely in his hands.



He has to face his own inner feelings and demons. A lot of forgiveness is needed all around in this

volume and it kept me on edge as to how it would play out. And of course, wishing for more demon

Vald. I can never get enough of those markings!The terrific artwork continues in this volume. Still, I

keep hoping for more story depth.*I was loaned a digital copy of this manga in exchange for a

fair/honest review. All opinions expressed are strictly my own.*

Crimson Spell vol.1 thur vol.5 is excellent and well written romance, comedy, drama, and syfy

books. The characters are prefectly matched and the graphics are very good. Thank you, I enjoy

reading books

Best series of all time, both the art, the romance, and the fantastical, mysterious plot. You cannot

love yaoi, and not read this one. Plus the published versions of this story make so much more

sense than the fan-made translations. For one thing, everything is in order, and obviously translated

properly. I love this story so much more now that I understand what's going on, and I can't wait for

the next volume!

I was surprisingly disappointed by this volume. I've been waiting literally YEARS for this continuation

-- my vol 1 & 2 were the kitty media version -- and it turned out to be just... eh. If you like alot of

fighting scenes, this will be right up your alley, but to me about 3/4 of it was bo-ring. It's all still very

pretty, but that just ain't enough. In fact, even though it's been out for months, I still haven't bought

vol 4 just because I was so underwhelmed by this volume...

I bought this for myself and I like this book and series. I have read these series and it was great.

This is boy on boy. But it was great and I knew what I was getting into. A must read if you like this

kind of thing.

A well done series for the Yaoi fan, slightly non-con but done in a way that fits the world and melds

the two parts of the Prince's body into one. The way to tame a demon is though pleasure not

violence

~4/5[More of my reviews are available on my blog, Geeky Reading, to which there's a link on my

profile.]I am still a surprisingly big fan of this series.Vald is coming to the realization of what is really

happening to him, including his feelings regarding Halvir. I am so glad that those feelings have



become apparent to them all, and am just generally happy about their relationship. Theyâ€™re

smutty and intense, and I love it.One serious plot line has kind-of-maybe ended, and now something

else has come up, with a new cliffhanger. I am actually enjoying these plots, they are a little

surprising and exciting, but Iâ€™m mostly reading this for the romance and smut.I am excited for the

next volume, to see where the cliffhanger goes, but also just for more smut (the smut in this series is

fantastic, really), as well as to see where their relationship advances to next.
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